Background: As computational power improves, the application of more advanced machine learning techniques to the analysis of large genome-wide association (GWA) datasets becomes possible. While most traditional statistical methods can only elucidate main effects of genetic variants on risk for disease, certain machine learning approaches are particularly suited to discover higher order and non-linear effects. One such approach is the Random Forests (RF) algorithm. The use of RF for SNP discovery related to human disease has grown in recent years; however, most work has focused on small datasets or simulation studies which are limited.
Background
Genome-wide association (GWA) studies are a wellestablished approach for identifying genetic regions of interest for many common complex diseases and traits [1] . These studies are characterized by examining genetic information from thousands of individuals, at hundreds of thousands of loci across the human genome known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The standard assumption is that either variation at particular loci leads to changes in biological function, which in turn leads to disease, or that associated loci are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with other disease causing variants. By exam-ining genotypes derived from individuals with and without the disease or trait of interest, one can discern such variation. This is typically done by performing a marginal chi-square test with some control for multiple testing. However, since each causal SNP will confer risk under an unknown and different genetic model (i.e. additive, dominant, recessive), and may also interact with other SNPs (epistasis), a marginal test will be a less successful approach for finding the association [2] . Ideally, one would simply test all possible genetic models of association, including those for interaction. However, in the context of a GWA study, this is not computationally feasible.
Recent emphasis has been on the use of machine learning techniques to identify potential causal variants. Such techniques include logic regression [3] , multi-dimensional reduction (MDR) [4] , support vector machines (SVM) [5] , and Random Forests (RF) [6] . While these techniques are each unique, they have a shared characteristic whereby each algorithm searches over a transformed version of the feature space attempting to find the optimal solution to the problem while minimizing some empirical risk. Importantly, the algorithms make minimal assumptions about the causal mechanism. This means these algorithms may be more suited for identifying variants where the causal mechanism is unknown and complex, as is the case with complex genetic diseases.
Each of these methods has utility for finding structure in genetic data, where the best algorithm will depend on the true nature of the underlying association. However, the focus of the current study is RF because of the ability of this method to identify variables of interest from very large datasets. Equally important, RF is a relatively straightforward algorithm, both to understand and interpret. Unsurprisingly, there has been a slow but steady use of RF in the genomic literature since its introduction in 2001 [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
RF was first introduced by Leo Breiman [13] and is a natural extension of his previous work on classification and regression trees (CART) [14] and bootstrap aggregating (or bagging) [15] . CART is an effective tool for building a classifier, but tends to be data dependent, where even small data changes can result in different tree structures. Bagging is a process whereby data are sampled with replacement and the classifier is grown using this bootstrap sample. After many iterations, results are aggregated over all trees to create a less variable classifier with a lower prediction error when compared to the original classifier. In bagging, the variance reduction is limited by the correlation between trees; as correlation is decreased or minimized, the potential for reduction is increased. The RF algorithm (see Figure 1 ) begins by bagging CART trees. To reduce the correlation between trees, instead of searching over all p variables at each node for the optimal split, a search is performed over a random subset, m ≤ p, at each node. The algorithm continues to split the data until no further splits are possible, either because the node is pure (all of one class), or there are no more variables upon which to split. While the CART algorithm calls for the tree to be pruned for increased stability, RF leaves the tree unpruned, as bagging is used to decrease the variance created by the lack of pruning.
An aspect of the bagging procedure is that a natural, internal error rate is created. Within each bootstrap sample, approximately 37% of the original data will be unselected, referred to as the out-of-bag (OOB) sample [16] . RF passes OOB samples down the tree to obtain a class prediction. After the full forest is grown, the class predictions are compared to the true classes generating the outof-bag error rate (OOB-ER). This error-rate can be used to compare the prediction accuracy of one set of inputs to another, behaving similarly to cross-validation [17] .
An appeal of RF is that the forest of trees contains a large amount of information about the relationship between the variables and observations. This information can be used for prediction, clustering, imputing missing data, and detecting outliers. Of great interest to genetic epidemiologists, is the ability of RF to identify 'important' variables. After each OOB sample is passed down the tree to produce a prediction error for the sample, one then permutes each variable in the tree across samples, and passes the same observation down the tree again. Any increase in misclassification helps determine the importance of that variable. This type of variable importance (VI) can be derived from disparate variable types (categorical, ordinal, continuous), and makes no assumptions about the data generating distribution for the outcome. However, unlike a formal hypothesis, it is best to consider the output of a RF analysis as a rank ordering of important variables worthy of further investigation, not as a list of variables with a known Type I error rate.
Utilization of RF requires choosing between three tuning parameters: (1) number of trees to grow (ntree), (2) number of variables to select per-node (mtry), and in the case of classification, (3) class weights. While most applications in the literature have successfully implemented RF using default settings, applying RF to large GWA datasets is more complicated. Few studies have examined the various tuning parameters. The two most comprehensive reviews concluded that RF predictions were stable and robust to small fluctuations in tuning parameters settings, but often there were optimal settings [7, 18] . While both studies provide useful information, the largest dataset examined by each contained only 9,868 predictors and 78 observations. This is obviously much smaller than the data analyzed in a typical GWA study. (1) . A random subset of the variables is selected (2) and searched over to find the optimal split (3). This is repeated until an unpruned CART tree is formed (4). The data not part of the bootstrap sample is run down the tree to derive the error rate and measures of VI (5) . This is repeated until a full forest is grown (6) . Repeat until a full "forest" is grown
Further complicating RF analysis, beyond the large feature space, is that GWA data tend to be highly correlated, with potentially, many regions of LD among SNPs. Also, the data are assumed to be highly sparse, meaning there is an apriori assumption that the vast majority of SNPs will not be associated with the disease. While many of these issues have been discussed in the literature, none have been considered in the context of a large GWA dataset. Moreover, many of the strategies one would employ with smaller data sets (e.g. permutation, cross-validation etc.) are not feasible due to computational constraints. Instead of working with simulated data which can be less realistic, we investigated the application of RF using a large multiple sclerosis (MS) GWA study dataset comprised of cases and controls. The aim of the current study was twofold: (1) to illustrate how one would go about tuning RF for a particular GWA analysis, and (2) to determine whether RF would duplicate results found in the original MS GWA study, as well as identify any new loci of interest.
Methods

Genotypes
Data were derived from a 2007 MS case-control study conducted by the International Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium [19] and were comprised of genotypes for a total of 325,807 SNPs (Affymetrix GeneChip Human Mapping 500K array) in 931 MS cases and 2,431 controls (n = 3,362). Stringent quality control (QC) analyses were applied to the dataset as previously described, including the removal of population outliers [19] . SNPs with greater than 10% missing data were removed. The genetic inflation factor was 1.06, indicating negligible population stratification [19] .
Less than 1% of the genetic data contained missing values. There are a few different ways missing data can be handled within RF. However, since the data were derived from a dense SNP marker panel and had minimal missingness, any missing values were imputed with Beagle 2.13 [20] . Allelic data were then recoded into genotype format using PLINK 1.05 [21] , producing three categories for each SNP (0, 1 and 2 copies of the minor allele). Since the optimal binary split is found at each node, this allows for the algorithm to be agnostic to recessive, dominant or additive effects. An allelic chi-square test (df = 1) was performed to calculate marginal associations for comparison.
RF Implementation
The RF code was originally written in Fortran by Breiman and Cutler. There is also an R package randomForest based on the same Fortran code [22] . Neither implementation could be used for the large GWA dataset in the current study. The original RF code has been licensed to Salford Systems [23], and they recently optimized the Fortran version, v.6.4.0.179, for application to large data-sets. In preliminary testing of small datasets, similar results were found between the three implementations of RF (data not shown). RF was implemented in a server environment with 8 2/GHz cpus and 32 GB of memory. Run time was dependent on data size and mtry, ranging from a few seconds per tree to over 10 minutes per tree (~ 1 week for a full forest).
Tuning Parameters Considered
Number of variables to choose per node (mtry)
The primary tuning parameter in RF is the number of variables to search at each node (mtry). This parameter controls the bias-variance trade-off. Searching over fewer variables per node will produce less correlated trees, reducing the overall variance of the prediction. However, this will also decrease the accuracy of each individual tree, increasing the bias. The mtry can also be viewed as controlling the complexity of the model, with a smaller value leading to a more complex, less sparse solution (see below). Breiman originally suggested choosing the int(log 2 p + 1) of the number of predictors per node. In the R implementation, the default value is the square root of the number of predictors.
For a GWA dataset, this would entail examining approximately 550 SNPs per node. As noted by Breiman, when there are many weak predictors, this number may need to be increased. It has also been noted that mtry is more important for VI calculation than for prediction, and that with sparse data, mtry = p leads to greatest stability [18] . A coarse search for the optimal mtry was performed in the current study using mtry values of 1, , 0.1p, 0.5p and p. The parameterization that produced the lowest final OOB-ER was chosen as the optimal mtry.
Number of Trees to Grow (ntree)
Another important consideration is how many trees to grow. This is also a dataset dependent factor, where stronger predictors lead to quicker convergence. While for prediction purposes few trees are often necessary, and the OOB-ER will generally converge rapidly, for VI, more trees will generally lead to refinement and stability in VI [18] .
The main trade-off with growing a larger number of trees is the computation cost required. In the current study, trees were grown until the OOB-ER stabilized. Additional trees were then grown to ensure stability.
Weighting
The final tuning parameter, which was not considered in this analysis, is weighting. In classification, with uneven classes, an unweighted classification scheme will be biased towards the majority class. The typical strategy is to re-weight the classes so that they are balanced, the practice used within the Salford Systems implementation of RF, and the default in the R implementation. Unfortunately, class weighting cannot be altered in the Salford Systems version, so it could not be tested as a tuning parameter. However, internal testing on a more flexible version of RF showed no added benefit to changing the weighting.
Data Configurations Sparsity Pruning
As noted, it is expected that the vast majority of SNPs in a GWA study do not impact risk for disease, and therefore, are simply noise. The goal of any algorithm should be to separate noise from signal, providing a sparse solution. A sparse solution is indicated when the VI is either 0 or negative. Such a VI indicates that the variable was either never selected into a tree, or when it was selected, permutation did not increase the prediction error. Sparse solutions provide a convenient way to remove unimportant data from the analysis.
Sparsity is a function of both mtry and ntree, with a higher mtry leading to greater sparsity and a higher ntree leading to less sparsity. One proposed strategy is to sequentially remove genes by dropping the bottom 20% or 50%, and perform successive runs until there is a noticeable increase in prediction error [7] . Utilizing the natural sparseness in the dataset, the results of each RF run were examined and sparse SNPs were dropped. The RF analysis was then re-run until prediction error stabilized. While this will give a biased estimate of the prediction error for the model [24] , it can still be used to judge model quality. This sub-sampling process was repeated in the current study until the final OOB error-rate stabilized or increased.
Removing Strong Associations
RF searches over multiple variables finding solutions based on joint and conditional effects. Variable(s) with strong effects may mask weaker, yet important effects. It is well established that the HLA region within the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) on chromosome 6p is strongly associated with MS [25] . Therefore, to search for weaker non-MHC effects, RF analysis was performed in the current study after removing chromosome 6p marker data.
Linkage Disequilibrium
An important consideration when applying RF to GWA data is the large degree of LD among SNPs. VI is calculated from the number of trees in which a variable appears. Therefore, two SNPs that are in perfect LD will appear in trees about half as often as each individual one may appear by itself, effectively lowering the VI of each SNP. While this does not present a problem for prediction, it can skew the VI rankings [18] . Two proposed solutions have been to calculate VI independently of the number of trees in which the variable appears [10] or as conditional on other variables in the tree [26] . PLINK [21] provides two methods of LD pruning based on r 2 and R 2 . r 2 is a traditional pairwise LD measure, though not based on phased haplotypes. R 2 is the multiple correlation coefficient based on a sliding window. Using PLINK, SNPs with a multiple correlation coefficient (R 2 ) of 0.99, 0.90, 0.80, 0.50 and 0.33 were removed from the MS case-control dataset for comparison. This resulted in pruning between 22% and 76% of the original data which had the side benefit of increasing computational efficiency.
Reliability of Results Obtained from RF
Since RF is a Monte-Carlo process, random variation may influence VI results, particularly if enough trees are not grown. While, work has indicated that RF results are relatively stable [18] and our own internal testing has confirmed this, it is important to grow large forests and do multiple runs when possible. Reliability of final RF results was examined by re-running RF with the final dataset configuration, parameterization and sub-sampling process, changing just the seed in the random number generator. While more than one re-run would be ideal, the VI measures are unlikely to be unstable given that two runs were performed.
Comparison of RF Results to Original GWA study
The original MS GWA study identified, with replication, 16 SNPs across 13 genes as associated with MS [19] . An important consideration for the current study was whether RF could identify additional genes of interest, as well as duplicate the original findings based on univariate testing. Duplication was considered present when a SNP identified by RF was: (1) among the original 16 SNPs, or (2) a SNP that was tagged by one of the 16 SNPs identi- Figure 2 Analysis Flow. Flow Plan for RF analysis. The full MS casecontrol dataset was analyzed, searching for the optimal mtry &ntree, along with sparsity pruning, as necessary. Two runs were then conducted, one without any 6p genotypes, and one with data for a single 6p SNP. Finally, LD pruning was explored. After the best data configuration was found, RF analysis was re-run to examine stability of results. The final RF results were compared to the original GWA results [19] .
Determine optimal values of mtry and ntree
Recursively remove sparse variables fied in the original GWA study. PLINK was used to identify tagged SNPs using an r 2 threshold of 0.5. Figure 2 presents the analysis plan. The primary method for choosing tuning parameters was minimization of the OOB-ER, as this is the best indication of model quality.
Analysis Strategy
Determining how many results to report is more subjective since the VI measure does not constitute a formal hypothesis test. To help guide interpretation of RF results for follow-up, we plotted VI scores. A sloping line with an "elbow" (Figure 3 ) was observed most often around the top 25, so this was chosen as the cutoff for an important result.
Results
Tuning Parameters
Number of variables to choose per node (mtry)
The first parameter considered was mtry since this has the greatest impact on the OOB-ER. Figure 4 shows the OOB-ER for different values of mtry. The typically suggested value of mtry of around is not sufficient for GWA data, as the OOB-ER is minimized with an mtry around .1p. Among the higher mtry values, there was little distinction between them with regard to OOB-ER. Another consideration is the sparsity induced by the mtry factor. As expected, sparsity increases with mtry, though this is most dramatic after increasing to mtry = p ( Figure 5 ).
Number of Trees to Grow (ntree)
Using mtry = .1p, forests of size 50, 250, 500, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 trees were grown. It is clear that the OOB-ER leveled off around 250 trees (see Figure 4 ) and 1,000 trees was used as a reliable forest size. However, for datasets without chromosome 6p and only weak predictors (see below), it took more than 4,000 and sometimes 8,000 trees for convergence. In those cases, 5,000 and 10,000 trees, respectively, were grown. More trees led to a less sparse result, as expected, with nearly a linear decrease through 2,000 trees.
Data Configurations Sparsity Pruning
When using the full dataset for RF analysis, SNPs within the HLA region of chromosome 6p were consistently selected as the most important variables (Table 1 ). This is not surprising, as some SNPs in that region had a marginal Χ 2 -statistic as large as 274. The final error rate of 2 * p Figure 4 Convergence of Error Rate Across Different mtrys. An examination of the error-rate across different mtrys. The larger mtrys of .1p and above clearly lead to a much lower error rate than the more traditional lower values. .1p seems to minimize the overall OOB error-rate though not by much. Convergence seems to occur around 200 -400 trees. The three plots represent the VI measures for the full dataset with chromosome 6p data removed, the R 2 = 0.99 run and the R 2 = 0.90 run. An "elbow" is present in all three plots around 25 markers (designated with the vertical line). Top 100 − ALL 35% is identical to a simple classification based just on genotypes for the three most highly associated SNPs (rs3129900, rs3129934, rs9370986). RF results based on analysis of all SNPs from chromosome 6p resulted in the same 35% error rate.
Removing Chromosome 6p
After removing all SNPs on chromosome 6p (p = 8,335), the initial run of 317,472 SNPs produced an error-rate of 48% after 1,000 trees, and using both an mtry of .1p and p. The resulting forest based on mtry of .1p was 74% sparse (82,527 SNPs retained). Using mtry = p, the forest was 99% sparse (4,219 SNPs retained). For the mtry = p run, re-running RF analysis with the reduced dataset produced an error-rate of 26%, and required approximately 4,000 trees to converge. Repeating this sub-sampling process two more times produced an error-rate of 21%. After a fourth run, the OOB errorrate remained at 21%, suggesting that three sub-samples were sufficient. For the 10% run, the final OOB error-rate was 37% and contained 25,000 SNPs.
Overall, results suggest there is predictive structure (differences between MS cases and controls) beyond chromosome 6p, and that aggressive pruning of the initial mtry = p is more effective for discovering that structure. The top 25 SNPs derived from RF analysis without chromosome 6p markers are shown in Table 2 .
Linkage Disequilibrium
The final consideration was the effect of pruning SNPs based on LD. The dataset without any markers for chromosome 6p was used and the same sub-sampling strategy was followed. Figure 6 shows final error-rates for the six LD configurations investigated, along with the full dataset. The number of SNPs in each configuration is included.
While pruning past an R 2 of 0.90 (LD90) results in a higher final error-rate and suggests a loss of information, it is hard to determine which approach is best when solutions based on full data, LD99 and LD90 are compared. Examination of the top 25 SNPs from the three configurations (full, LD99 and LD90; Tables 2, 3 and 4), reveals that most of the SNPs were located within a gene (14, 14 , and 15 respectively). However, the LD90 solution identified SNPs within more unique genes (14) compared to the other configurations (9 and 11) . In addition to identification of potentially functional SNPs, the majority of top results show strong marginal associations (p . 10 -5 ) but do not meet established criteria for genome-wide significance [27] . When the top 25 SNP results from each configuration were compared, both overlapping and unique genes are observed. Genes not previously associated with MS were among the top hits, specifically CTNNA3, MPHOSPH9, PHACTR2, and IL7.
Reliability of Results Obtained from RF
The final three data configurations (full data, LD99 and LD90) were re-analyzed, changing only the random number seed. For all three configurations, at least 19 of the top 25 SNPs were in the final results after sparsity pruning. This suggests that even after changing the seed, RF results are very stable.
Comparison of Results to Original GWA Study
Finally, the RF results were compared with replicated results from the original MS GWA study [19] (Additional File 1). In all, 4 of 13 MS genes were directly identified by one of the three data configurations. The strongest evidence came from SNPs in EVI5 and KANK1 with a suggestion of duplication in IL2RA. Details including SNP rs number, minor allele frequency (MAF), and univariate analysis results are shown.
Discussion
This study is the first application of RF, and one of few machine learning applications, to the analysis of a GWA dataset. The goals were to outline methodological considerations for applying RF to large GWA data, and to identify potential novel MS associations. Given what is currently known about the genetics of MS, it was not surprising that a strong classifier could be constructed by RF based on data for multiple SNPs within the MHC. Among the strongest effects (most important SNP predictors of MS as outcome) was rs9271366, which has been previously shown to tag DRB1*1501 with r 2 = 0.98 [28] . Interestingly, once the 6p effect was removed from analyses, a strong classifier based on non-MHC data emerged. Results suggest that sparsity pruning provides a means to discover new associations with RF, although the final error-rate is biased [24] .
RF analyses consistently identified four non-MHC genes as important to distinguishing MS cases from controls. These were: MPHOSPH9, CTNNA3, PHACTR2 and IL7. MPHOSPH9 up-regulates neuronal functioning [29] , and interestingly, variation within this locus has recently shown suggestive evidence for association in a much larger meta-analysis that included 2,624 MS cases and 7,220 controls [30] . CTNNA3 is a cell adhesion gene that has been associated with Alzheimer's disease [31] . PHACTR2 is involved in phosphate and actin regulation and has been implicated in Parkinson's disease [32] . Finally, IL7 is an important immune system gene involved in T and B cell production and has been implicated in other autoimmune diseases, notably rheumatoid arthritis, but not MS [33] . It is important to note that although SNPs within CTNNA3, MPHOSPH9, PHACTR2 and IL7 were among the top RF results, associations for these SNPs based on univariate analyses would not meet criteria for genome-wide significance [27] (Tables 2, 3 , and 4). The top 25 SNPs from RF analysis of the dataset without chromosome 6 SNPs are shown above. The minor allele frequency (MAF) is derived from controls and the χ 2 -statistic is from univariate testing. *Indicates that the gene is the closest gene with distance.
As a point of comparison, statistical power based on univariate testing was high in our dataset (n = 931 cases and 2,431 controls) for detecting an effect size per allele (or allelic odds ratio) of 1.5 (assuming MAF = 0.15-0.50 and Α = 1.5 * 10 -7 ), However, power was quite limited to detect smaller effect sizes, for example, 1.3 or 1.2, where 5 -30% and 0.5 -3% power, respectively, was present. To date, replicated non-MHC MS genes have demonstrated very modest effects of 1.2 or even smaller [19, 28, 30] . New results from the current study will require further replication in a larger, independent dataset, but underscore the utility of using more than one analytical method to identify genetic associations. RF results were also compared to findings from the original MS case-control study using the same dataset, with duplication defined as a either the original SNP or one tagged by that SNP among the top RF results. Two previously reported genes, EVI5 and KANK1, were among the top RF findings in the current study. There was also a suggestion of importance based on RF analyses for IL2RA and perhaps CBLB.
Methodologically, it was shown that RF can be applied to large GWA datasets, but certain standard assumptions cannot always be made. The OOB-ER was relied upon to guide decision making about tuning parameters and data configuration. Even though the focus of the current study was not prediction, this error-rate is valuable for determining the quality of RF results. First, when working with large, sparse data, the default value of mtry needs to be increased in order to improve learning. Even for the subsampled data sets, generally an mtry = .1p was the optimal setting. It was also found that the number of trees necessary to reach stability depended greatly on the strength of the inputs. For the data configurations with chromosome 6p genotype data, stability was reached within 250 trees, while for the data configurations with-out chromosome 6p data, stability was often not reached until at least 4,000 trees were generated. LD pruning can be an effective means of reducing data size without significant loss of information. Also removing sparse variables proved to be highly effective and resulted in much more efficient learning. It was established that some very strong effects (chromosome 6p) can mask weaker, yet potentially interesting effects. Prediction based on genetic data that did not include HLA region SNPs was surprisingly strong. Finally, one needs to consider the coding of the allelic data. Coding the data on a dosage scale allows for a flexible examination of genetic effects. Upon settling on a final configuration(s), doing multiple runs of RF is necessary to examine the reliability of the VI measures.
More work is needed to achieve a better understanding of the RF algorithm and how best to apply it to large GWA datasets. The theoretical basis for RF as a predictor is well understood, but less is known about VI. Unlike pvalues, there is no strict criterion for distinguishing between important and non-important variables. Our decision to focus on the top 25 results was based on graphing results, and in that sense was fairly qualitative. Ideally, one would use permutation to assess the significance of the VI measures, however this is not feasible with these large datasets. Work is ongoing to determine valid cutoffs for VI measures. Also, only one form of VI was used in this analysis (permutation), but another general VI exists for classification based on the Gini criterion (the optimizing criteria used to construct the tree). Work is also ongoing to define more targeted measures of VI, particularly for SNP data. Furthermore, as discussed, LD between SNPs and other correlated data are problematic for RF due to the way VI is calculated and we are currently exploring alternative VI calculations. Finally, further work is also needed to leverage additional information from the forest of trees. Little work has been done on clustering observations in RF. The tree structure can also be used for identifying extensive regions of interactions and genetic networks and predictors important to specific disease phenotypes.
Conclusions
This study represents one of the first successful applications of a machine learning algorithm to GWA data. Machine learning algorithms require fewer assumptions about the data generating distribution, and therefore, offer a very flexible approach to data analysis. Our results show the RF algorithm is both computationally feasible and sensible for analyses of large GWA datasets. Computation time ranged from a few minutes to a few days depending on the number of variables. Our results support findings from previous genetic studies in MS, and Figure 6 Error Rate Across LD Prunes. In the red line we see the OOB error rate across the different LD prunes. There is little information lost going from the full data to pruning at 99% and even 90%. Thereafter there is more loss of information. The blue line shows the number of SNPs that were in each RF analysis. The top 25 SNPs from RF analysis of the dataset without chromosome 6 SNPs are shown above in the R 2 = 0:99 runs after 3 sub-samplings. Results are similar to analysis of full dataset. *Indicates that the gene is the closest gene with distance. The top 25 SNPs from RF analysis of the dataset without chromosome 6 SNPs are shown above in the R 2 = 0.90 runs after 3 sub-samplings. Results are similar to the analysis of full dataset, though there is more heterogenetity in the top findings, owing primarily to LD pruning. *Indicates that the gene is the closest gene with distance. more importantly, new candidates emerged that strongly warrant further investigation. A unique approach to analyzing complex genetic data is described in the current study. As other machine learning algorithms are expanded to accommodate large GWA datasets, one can apply an array of algorithms to a large dataset, and then aggregate results across methods to determine which markers or genes may be of greatest interest for future studies. Such ensemble learners are common in the machine learning literature [17] , and should soon be applicable to larger genetic datasets.
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